“All of you who have graduated from this institution
are recognized as the modern intelligentsia of Thailand
and the hope for all Thais, including me. With your knowledge,
thoughts, wisdom and high ability, you can lead Thailand
forward to a better stage of security and prosperity.
Take this honor confidently, purposefully and sincerely to perform
and accomplish your duties with diligence, integrity and justice,
both for yourselves and the people.”
His Majesty the King’s speech
at the first commencement ceremony of the National Institute
of Development Administration,
November 19, 1970.
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National Institute of Development Administration (NIDA)

MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT
The National Institute of Development Administration (NIDA) is
a public and autonomous university and the only institution of
higher education in Thailand that concentrates exclusively on
master’s and doctoral degrees. NIDA was established in 1966
following His Majesty King Bhumibol Adulyadej the Great’s vision
of advancing Thailand’s development to prepare graduates to
work in public service.
At the start, NIDA had only five graduate schools but, over
the years, has gradually expanded to eleven graduate schools,
one international college, 54 Thai and international programs,
and 8 educational centers outside Bangkok. At the same time,
NIDA also enjoys its partnerships with over 105 universities
around the globe. So far, our graduates have secured
employment as policy makers and practitioners in the public
and private sectors as well as state enterprises at the national,
central and provincial levels. For this reason, NIDA is widely
recognized as Thailand’s key academic institution for national
development.
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NIDA’s vision is to be a university that cultivates society’s wisdom and produces leaders to achieve
sustainable development from the local to the global level. To accomplish this, the institute aims at
generating internationally leading-edge research to tackle societal challenges and create state-of-the-art
knowledge for sustainable development. In addition, NIDA seeks to make future change agents who are
both country and global citizens working for the betterment of their communities and societies.
Realizing this vision forges ahead on three fronts: research, teaching and academic services. In research,
we are ready to advance our international research collaboration and build frontier research networks
with other leading universities. In teaching, we strive to produce leaders equipped with 21st century skills
and academic excellence along with integrity and social responsibility. In academic services, we focus on
demand-driven learning to ensure that our graduates are job-ready and on lifelong learning to promote
their ongoing, voluntary and self-motivated pursuit of knowledge for personal and professional fulfilments.
NIDA will continue to cooperate with other organizations in order to drive sustainable development for
the benefit of our communities and societies (NIDA for ALL) at the national and international levels.
At this juncture, we are therefore determined to expand our collaborative networks nationally and
globally to make NIDA a “knowledge hub” in producing change leaders who can utilize knowledge
and skills to sustainably develop their organizations and communities, as also encapsulated in our motto
“Wisdom for Sustainable Development”.

Sincerely,

Professor Tippawan Lorsuwannarat, PhD
President
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National Institute of Development Administration (NIDA)

About

NIDA

The National Institute of Development Administration
(NIDA) was established following His Majesty King
Bhumibol Adulyadej The Great’s vision of advancing
Thailand’s development through the establishment
of an advanced educational institution to prepare
people to become agents of change for national
development.

The inception of NIDA grew out of His Majesty’s discussion in
1963 with Mr. David Rockefeller of the Rockefeller Foundation,
U.S.A. regarding the country’s development. The result was the
emergence of NIDA on April 1, 1966. NIDA was established
with the financial support from the Ford Foundation, U.S.A.
and academic assistance from the Midwest Universities
Consortium for International Activities (MUCIA) and the official
accrediting organization of all U.S. institutions of higher education.
NIDA became an institute of higher learning for Thai scholars
who would have otherwise been sent to study abroad.
NIDA stands today as Thailand’s leading educational institution
concentrating exclusively on graduate studies in fields related
to national development. Although it was originally established
to support national development in Thailand, this objective has
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now been expanded to encompass regional development in
other countries. NIDA, a state-supported institution with the
university status, is known as a dynamic, unique, and serviceoriented institution aiming to produce advanced degree
graduates who can serve in the public, business, and nonprofit
sectors to fulfill Thailand’s and the region’s critical needs in
development administration.
NIDA is committed to academic excellence through teaching,
training, research and consulting. It provide students with
knowledge and skills crucial for public policy planning, decision
making and management at the community, national and
international levels. Most of NIDA graduates are serving in key
executive positions in the public and private sectors. NIDA
also prides itself in the faculty members’ high qualifications.
All of them hold doctoral degrees or the equivalent, and most
of them occupy vital positions in helping to regulate and direct
national development and administration policies.
NIDA takes great pride in its national and international
accreditations. Besides receiving excellent assessments with
the highest scores in quality performance according to the

Thai Qualifications Framework for Higher Education, it also
secures distinguished international endorsements, including the
AACSB accreditation by the School of Business Administration,
the UNWTO TedQual quality certification by the Graduate
School of Tourism Management, and the AUNQA accreditation
by our sixteen graduate programs.
NIDA’s next goal is to be a world-class university that cultivates
society’s wisdom and produces leaders to achieve sustainable
development goals on a global scale. To accomplish this,
NIDA is determined to generate knowledge in sustainable
development through leading-edge and high-impact research,
create innovative curricula that equip students with 21st century
skills along with integrity and social responsibility, strategically
partner and collaborate with other academic institutions and
organizations abroad, maximally transform digital technology
to best benefit all users, promote transparent governance,
public participation and accountability, and finally become
an even more adept and efficient institution with highly skilled
workforce in preparation for the future and new development
directions.
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National Institute of Development Administration (NIDA)

NIDA Timeline
1966
Established NIDA
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

School of Public Administration
School of Business Administration
School of Development Economics
School of Applied Statistics
Library and Information Center
Research Center
Siripattana Training Center
(formerly NIDA Training Center)

1967
Became a member in international
organizations, i.e., IIAS, EROPA,
ASPA, ASAIHL and TMA

1970

Built a new library, “NIDA Library”

1973

Launched NIDA Poll

1975

Established the Computer Center,
School of Applied Statistics

1977

1992

Instituted the School
of Human Resource
Development

Began the
“Consulting Center”

1983

Established the School of
Social Development and
Management Strategy
(formerly the School of
Social Development &
the School of Social and
Environment Development)

1984

Launched the Information
and Digital Technology Center
(formerly the Information Technology
Center & the Information Systems
Education Center)

1995
Launched Si Kew
Learning Center

1997

Founded the Center
for Philanthropy and
Civil Society

1999

Established the School
of Language and Communication
(formerly the Foreign
Language Center)
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2000
Developed MBA International
by GSBA

2010
Established the School

of Tourism Management

2004

International Programs
by GSDE

2011

Established International
College of NIDA

2012

Established the School of
Communication Arts and
Management Innovation

2009

Established the
School of Law

th

& Established the Intelligence and
Information Center

2018

Established the Center
for the Study of
Sufficiency Economy

2005
Developed Ph.D.

2016
Celebrated NIDA’s 50 Anniversary

2014

Established the School of
Environmental Development
Administration

Established the Center of
the Ethics Committee in
Human Research

2019
Became an Autonomous University
& Established NIDA Hub
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National Institute of Development Administration (NIDA)

PHILOSOPHY
“Wisdom for Sustainable Development” is

the core philosophy of the institute. The shared values
derived from this philosophy are reflected in NIDA
community’s determination to achieve the following:

World Class

To transform into a world-class university.

Innovation

To introduce innovation to the Thai society.

Social Responsibility
To benefit society and avoid socially
harmful actions.
Discipline

To be well-grounded and demonstrate
good conduct.

Open-mindedness

To cultivate tolerance and broad-mindedness
towards the opinions of others.

Morality
To believe in and put into practice the principles
of dignity, integrity and good governance.
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VISION
To be a global university that cultivates society’s
wisdom and produces leaders to achieve sustainable
development goals.

MISSIONS
1

Generate knowledge through leading-edge and
high-impact research to best benefit society.

2

Equip graduates with 21st century knowledge
along with integrity and social responsibility
to be social leaders for change.

3

Promote community engagement for the
betterment of community and society.

4

Create the right work balance among all facets
of the Institute’s missions.

5

Collaborate with other academic organizations
both domestically and abroad.

6

Identify a clear focus on each facet to maximize
the use of resources and create expected impacts.

7

Develop relevant ecosystems favorable to the
Institute’s mission operation.

8

Become a more adept and transparent
organization in the recruitment and retention
of a knowledgeable and skilled workforce.

9

Transform digital technology into a modern,
appropriate and user-friendly technology.

10

Promote transparent governance,
public participation and accountability.
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National Institute of Development Administration (NIDA)

NIDA
ADMINISTRATION

1 2
4
6
8

1. Professor Tippawan Lorsuwannarat, Ph.D.
President
2. Asst. Prof. Sutep Tongngam Ph.D.
Vice President for Administration and Digital Technology
3. Assoc. Prof. Amornrat Apinunmahakul, Ph.D.
Vice President for Planning and Community Engagement
4. Assoc. Prof. Sombat Kusumavalee Ph.D.
Vice President for Academic and International Affairs
5. Professor Wisakha Phoochinda Ph.D.
Vice President for Research and Academic Services
6. Asst. Prof. Amornrat Kulsudjarit, Ph.D.
Assistant to the President for Legal Affairs
7. Assoc. Prof. Asawin Nedpogaeo, Ph.D.
Assistant to the President for Corporate Communication
8. Assoc. Prof. Chandra-nuj Mahakanjana, Ph.D.
Assistant to the President for Student and Alumni Relations
9. Asst. Prof. Aree Manosuthikit, Ph.D.
Assistant to the President for International Affairs

3
5
7
9
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Double degrees with
top universities abroad

Exchange student
opportunities

Nationally &
internationally
recognized

Connections with
public & private
organizations

International
quality standards

Why

NIDA?

High-caliber and
dedicated faculty
members

Job employment
guaranteed

In high demand
from public & private
organizations

Research-oriented
university
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National Institute of Development Administration (NIDA)

Established

NIDA

11

Graduate
Schools

79,677 6,325
Graduates from more than
50 countries

Students have enrolled
in all study programs

&

1

International
College

128

Global partners for
international collaboration

11% 35
International
student body

Nationalities
represented

17

Enrolled international students
by continent.
East Asia

Asean

South Asia

Europe

Africa

America

89% 5% 3%
1% 1% 1%
1:32

100%

90%

MBA program is
accredited by

Faculty-to-student ratio

of high-level government
officials from various nations
who graduated from GSPA, NIDA

13 programs are accredited
by

AUN-QA

Proportion of the
Ph.D. faculty

86%

Proportion of the faculty holding
academic positions (starting
from assistant professorship)
Tourism Management
Programs received

AACSB TedQual
accreditation from UNWTO

5

Organization units recognized
by ISO 9001 : 2015 Quality Management

GRADUATE SCHOOL OF

APPLIED
STATISTICS
The Graduate School of Applied Statistics
(GSAS) is one of NIDA’s first four graduate schools. GSAS

began operation in June 1966 by taking over the teaching and
training work in statistics from the National Statistical Office
[National Statistical Office at present] offering a three-year
diploma program in Statistics for Practical Application.
GSAS offers a variety of programs, all related to data, information
technology, statistics and their applications. Among our most
popular programs/majors are:

Logistics Management (LM: English program), which
emphasizes skill and knowledge development in aspects of
quantitative analysis, technology and management in order to
create moral graduates with holistic business understanding
and capabilities in analysing data and working with others.
The curriculum is flexible and ready to meet professional
demands for executives, analysts/specialists and scholars.
Data Analytics and Data Science (DADS) aims at developing
Ph.D. graduates with 21st-century skills, i.e., solid research,
statistical methodology and knowledge, information technology
skills and inquiry skills. They can apply, analyze, solve and
provide better solutions for business, finance, insurance,
logistics, industry, society and economics to achieve sustainable
development. The curriculum is regularly updated to reflect
the current needs of students and the advancement in
information technology. The program was newly revised in
2022.
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Master Programs
M.S. Program in Statistics
M.S. Program in Actuarial Science and Risk Management
M.S. Program in Citizen Data Sciences
M.S. Program in Deep Technology and Intelligent Systems
M.S. Program in Information Systems Management
M.S. Program in Logistics Management (English program)
M.S. Program in Information Technology Management
M.S. Program in Management of Analytics and Data Technologies
M.S. Program in Data Analytics and Data Science
M.S. Program in Cybersecurity Risk Management

Since its inception, the Graduate School of Applied
Statistics has revised its graduate syllabi and training
courses continually in order to build a body of
knowledge that serves society’s needs and national
development policies. It builds competent and qualified
personnel in each major who can apply this knowledge
to their work and who can manage their organizations
effectively. It also provides academic services to
different agencies and cooperates with local and
overseas organizations to develop a body of knowledge
in related fields.

For more Information

Ph.D. Programs (international programs)
Ph.D. Program in Applied Statistics
Ph.D. Program in Computer Science & Information Systems
Ph.D. Program in Data Analytics and Data Science
Ph.D. Program in Logistics Management

http://as.nida.ac.th
edu@as.nida.ac.th
GSASNIDA
(66) 2 727 3037-40

GRADUATE SCHOOL OF

BUSINESS
ADMINISTRATION
First
MBA
in Thailand

First
Thai Program
Accredited by AACSB
Established in 1966, the Graduate School of Business
Administration (GSBA), or NIDA Business School, was the
first school in Thailand offering an MBA program that has
continuously dedicated all of its resources and expertise
to providing an exclusive graduate-level business
education. GSBA has also put more MBA graduates into
professional positions within international companies in
Thailand and in the public sector than any other MBA
programs in Thailand. The School now offers various
programs at both master and doctoral levels:
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1

Master of Business Administration

2

Master of Science Program in Corporate Finance,
Investment and Risk Management
Doctor of Philosophy in Business Administration

3
4

(Thai and English programs)

(international program)

Double Degree Program
The Institute was established
by King Rama IX

High-experienced faculty members

It was established as an advanced institution,
aiming for those who are responsible for economic
development and administration of the country.

All faculty members are Ph.D. degree
holders with experience in consulation to
famous business organizations.

Opportunities to work with
top management
as part of our alumni network
in all industries.

The first Thai MBA program
to be accredited by AACSB
(The Association to Advance
Collegiate Schools of Business)

School of Business Administration

More than 12,631 students graduated
from this school.

Why

There are a variety of courses

MBA

The curriculum is international

to suit a variety of interests.

and comforms to international
standards.

Respectable.

The National Institute of Development
Administration (NIDA) was established in 1966
and has been serving society for more than 50 years.

For more Information
http://mba.nida.ac.th/en/home
NidaBusinessSchool/
(66) 2 727 3931-49

GRADUATE SCHOOL OF

COMMUNICATION
ARTS
AND MANAGEMENT INNOVATION
Since its establishment in 2012, the Graduate School
of Communication Arts and Management Innovation
(GSCM) has organized training opportunities for talented
communication students and practitioners. The past
decade (2012-present) has witnessed disruptive change
in media technology and the switch from traditional to
digital media use, especially among younger generations.
Keenly aware of this important shift, the School therefore
developed the MA and PhD programs to serve the
needs of media industry and consumers. Our faculty
members consist of senior scholars with rich research
experience and young energetic ones, all of whom
are enthusiastic to engage in all teaching and learning
activities with our students.  

GSCM is one of the first and few schools of communication arts in
Thailand to combine the art and science of communication and
innovation together in our curriculums. Our programs are flexible and
regularly updated to keep up with the rapidly changing world.
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Our MA program is the only graduate-level program in
communication in Thailand that is accredited by ASEAN
University Network’s Quality Assurance (AUN-QA).

It currently offers 4 majors, which are
i-Digital Marketing
i-Creative
i-Social Media

Our Ph.D. program, regarded as one of the top

i-Health Communication and Sustainability

doctoral programs in communication, currently has the
highest enrollment number among the Ph.D. programs
in communication in Thailand.

For more Information
http://www.gscm.nida.ac.th/en/

Faculty Popularity

I-CONNECT
Innovation
Communication
Openness
Network
Nobility
Engagement
Creativity
Technology

gscm@nida.ac.th
นิเทศ at NIDA
090 678 4690
(66) 2 727 3764, (66) 90 678 4690

GRADUATE SCHOOL OF

DEVELOPMENT
ECONOMICS
“ To be part of a sustainable development mechanism
by producing graduates and knowledge in economics
with international standards.”
Following His Majesty King Bhumibol Adulyadej’s vision of enhancing Thailand’s development, the Graduate School of
Development Economics (GSDE) was founded upon the establishment of NIDA on April 1, 1966. Throughout these years,
the school has focused on preparing students to become change agents as well as training public administrators for the
nation’s economic development.
For this reason, GSDE is distinct from other economics departments in Thailand. We offer only advanced degrees in
Economics (i.e. master’s and doctoral degrees) while emphasizing the undertaking of research on multifaceted issues of
economic development.
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With the high-caliber faculty all of whom are doctoral degree
holders from renowned universities worldwide, GSDE is a
policy-oriented research school with particular expertise in
the areas of public policy, environment, trade policy, local
public finance, macroeconomic forecast and economic
development.  

Programs offered:

1

Master’s Degree in Economics

2

Master’s Degree in Business Economics

3

Master’s Degree in Financial Economics

4

Master’s Degree in Economics and Management

(offered in both Thai and English languages)

(offered in both Thai and English languages)

5

Double Degrees (Bachelor’s and Master’s Degrees)
in Financial Engineering (English program) in collaboration

6

Doctoral Degree in Economics

with King Mongkut’s Institute of Technology Ladkrabang

(international program)

For more Information
http://www.econ.nida.ac.th
econ@nida.ac.th
econnidafanpage
@econnida
(66) 2 727 3176-80

GRADUATE SCHOOL OF

ENVIRONMENTAL
DEVELOPMENT ADMINISTRATION
As one of the oldest in graduate programs in environmental education,
the Graduate School of Environmental Development Administration
(GSEDA) at NIDA offers graduate-level interdisciplinary programs,
conducts enriching research and provides high-quality services
in its efforts towards environmentally sustainable development.
Since 1996, when first launching the Master of Science Program in
Environmental Management, the school staked a claim for national
leadership in environmental management for years before progressing
into a more inclusive sustainability management. The school is at
the forefront of addressing global and local environmental issues,
as well as sustainability challenges, including ESG, SDGs and BCG
with innovative and evidence-based solutions.

ESG
GSEDA

BCG

SDGs
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Programs offered :

1

Master of Science in Environmental Management
(1.5 - 2 years, 39 credits)

This program, certified by the ASEAN University Network - Quality Assurance
(AUN-QA), is among the leading programs in Thailand and provides the integrated
platform for professionals in the public, private and academic sectors from various
backgrounds to enhance their capability in environmental management.

2

Master of Science in Sustainability Science and Management
(1.5 years, 39 credits)

This is the first program of its kind in Thailand that facilitates society’s transition
towards sustainability by preparing students to meet the rapidly growing need
for trained sustainability professionals. Students will develop the sustainability
mindset and skills, along with knowledge and tools to manage sustainability
challenges in the changing world.

3

Doctor of Philosophy in Environmental Management
(3 years, 48 - 81 credits)

This AUN-QA certified program is the nation’s leading program that offers
in-depth knowledge and understanding with state-of-the-art concepts and tools
in environment management. It aims to build managerial skills along with advanced
academic expertise for students to be able to define new perspectives towards
the environment, human societies and complex real-world problems.

For more Information
gseda.nida.ac.th/nida/
ms.gseda@nida.ac.th,
phd.gseda@nida.ac.th
env.nida/,
SustainabilityNIDA
(66) 2 727 3291, (66) 2 727 3130
Line Official

Website

GRADUATE SCHOOL OF

HUMAN
RESOURCE
DEVELOPMENT
“To be an academic leader in
developing human resources and
organizations to be sustainable”

The Graduate School of Human Resource Development was established
in 1992 as the first graduate school in Thailand where the master’s degree
program in HRD was delivered. The school’s establishment was to serve
the 7th National Social and Economic Development Plan (1992-1996).
The Graduate School of Human Resource Development is dedicated to
teaching and learning as well as building student capability, as reflected
in an integration of local wisdom within the context of globalization.
The school’s missions comprise innovative teaching and learning,
high quality research, and knowledge creation in the HROD field. These
missions will result in highly competent graduates who are well-rounded,
continuously self-developed, highly skillful in learning, adaptable to change
and ready to serve the society as good citizens.
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Human Resource Development has played a vital role in building a strong national foundation
and strengthening national capacity. It has become a key success factor in maintaining
a sustainable competitive advantage as well as adding more value and quality to social
capital which becomes indispensable in the time of uncertainty and economic recession.
In order for Thailand to adapt to changes effectively, a well-designed Ph.D. program in
HROD that can generate knowledgeable scholars is necessary.

Programs
offered:

1

Master of Science in Human Resource and Organization Development

2

Master of Management in Leadership, Management and Innovation

3

Ph.D. in Human Resource and Organization Development

4

Ph.D. in Human and Organization Development Innovation

(International Program)

(Thai-English Program)

For more Information
http://hrd.nida.ac.th/hrd-phd
phdshrd@nida.ac.th
PhDinHRODNIDA/
(66) 2 727 3490

GRADUATE SCHOOL OF

LANGUAGE
AND COMMUNICATION
“To be a leading program
in language, communication
and teaching at the national
and international levels”

The globalization era entails cross-cultural and transnational communication.
As language is the major means of communication, the study of language and
communication is now more essential than ever for all professionals from all
walks of life. The knowledge and skills encapsulated in all GSLC courses will
enable students and graduates to excel in their professional careers and personal
endeavors. Being aware of the importance of mastering such knowledge and
skills, GSLC has developed three major master’s degree programs and one Ph.D.
program.
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Programs
offered:

1

MA in English Language Studies and Teaching

2

MA in English for Professional Development

3

MA in Japanese Language, Culture and Communication

4

Ph.D. in English Language Studies and Teaching

(international program)
(Thai program)
(Thai program)

(international program)

For more Information
http://lc.nida.ac.th
language@nida.ac.th

Driven by NIDA’s goals of wisdom for change
and sustainable development, GSLC is strongly
committed to disseminating knowledge and
enhancing skills in linguistics, communication
and language pedagogy at the graduate
level by means of teaching, researching and
providing academic services.

lc.nida.ac.th
(66) 2 727 3139

GRADUATE SCHOOL OF

Law

“Legal academic excellence
for social equality and justice”

The Graduate School of Law (GSL), as a part of the National
Institute of Development Administration (NIDA), is a graduate
institute of higher legal education located in Bangkok, Thailand.
GSL embodies a vision closely related to that of NIDA, that is,
to become a graduate legal institute aiming at integrating legal
knowledge for national development under the motto “Law
for Development.” The vision goes back to the farsightedness
of Professor Bunchana Atthakor, the first rector of NIDA, who
suggested that the Law School be founded to complete
NIDA’s mission. As he stated at that time, “to complete the
administrative development discipline, the legal discipline
should also be included.”
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To fulfill his mission, the Institute Council approved, on October 26, 2009 (B.E. 2552), the establishment of the GSL. During
that time, the country was experiencing an ethical and legal crisis; in particular, the rule of law was not properly
respected, and the country was suffering severe social cleavages and divisions. To promote the rule of law for development
and social justice in Thai society, the GSL sets the vision and mission to prepare the students to become leading agents
of change for development. To accomplish this task, the GSL offers three programs as follows:

Programs offered:

1
2

3

The Master of Arts in Law and Management Program
(M.A. in Law and Management) is aimed for students
with non-law degree background who are willing to
learn and access a truly legal knowledge and apply
it to the management discipline.
The Master of Laws Program (LL.M.) is aimed at
producing graduates who are of solid legal knowledge
and skills, high competence and morality, who wish
to be legal experts in each area of law, with a sense of
analytical legal reasoning for legal professionals and
who desire to pursue social justice and development.
The Doctoral of Laws Program (LL.D.) is aimed at
producing graduates with advanced legal studies in the
areas of law for development, with solid knowledge,
and high quality in thinking analytically and critically
in law, moral integrity, ethics and commitment to the
rule of law, good governance, and development.

For more Information
http://law.nida.ac.th

schooloflaw@nida.ac.th

LawNIDA

(66) 2 727 3361-6

GRADUATE SCHOOL OF

PUBLIC
ADMINISTRATION

Governance

“The oldest and largest school in Thailand
to offer the master’s and doctoral degrees”
With the assistance of Thammasat University and Indiana
University in USA, GSPA began delivering postgraduate
courses in 1956 as Thailand’s first graduate school to offer
graduate-level courses in public administration. It was upon
NIDA’s establishment in 1966 that GSPA became one of its
affiliated graduate schools.   

Social Responsibility
and Sustainability

GSPA
Shared Value
Partnership
and
Participation

Academic
Excellence
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GSPA continues to develop study programs
to fulfill our vision ~ to be a leading public
administration school in Asia that produces
executives and leaders in the public sector
to facilitate sustainable development.

G

“Governance”

Programs
offered

S

“Social Responsibility
and Sustainability”

P

“Partnership and
Participation”

A

“Academic
Excellence”

1

Master of Public Administration

2

Master of Public and Private Management

3

Master of Management Program in Digital Governance for Sustainability

4

Doctor of Philosophy Program in Governance and Development

5

Doctor of Philosophy Program in Public Administration

(Thai/English program)
(Thai/English program)
(Thai program)

(International program)
(Thai program)

For 66 years,

GSPA has continually produced leaders
and executives who serve the society in
both the public and private sectors.

For more Information
http://gspa.nida.ac.th/en
gspa.edu@nida.ac.th
GSPANIDAOfficial/
(66) 2 727 3871

GSPA has spearheaded many training programs
and academic services for government agencies.
We are also part of the national and international
networks of partner institutions for academic
collaboration.

GRADUATE SCHOOL OF

SOCIAL
DEVELOPMENT
AND MANAGEMENT STRATEGY
Founded in 1983, the Graduate School of
Social Development and Management
Strategy (GSDMS) focuses on social and
applied science, particularly in the fields of
social development administration, politics
and development strategy. GSDMS possesses
top quality faculty members who are highly
experienced in both teaching and conducting
research while also being well connected with
public, private and non-profit organizations
nationwide.

GSDMS proudly offers the highest quality of advanced-level training to mid-career
professionals and provides extensive opportunities for graduate studies at the
master’s and doctoral levels. GSDMS’ post-graduate programs aim at training
high quality personnel to be able to:
1. Integrate knowledge from multidisciplinary sources and possess skills in social
development administration, politics and development strategy.
2. Create and apply advanced knowledge in social development administration
and environmental management to fulfill social needs at both the national
and international levels.
3. Become ethical leaders in social development administration, politics and
development strategy.
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Programs offered:

1
2
3
4

M.A. Program in Social Development Administration
M.A. Program in Politics and Development Strategy
Ph.D. Program in Social Development Administration
Ph.D. Program in Politics and Development Strategy

Research
Research at GSDMS is conducted through an interdisciplinary approach which is based
on rigorous analytical and methodological foundations together with policy orientation.
All students conduct their own research projects under their advisors’ close supervision.
Such research projects focus on various issues, including social and political issues related
to development, poverty alleviation, sustainable development, good governance, civil society
and social movement, conflict management, local empowerment, livelihood improvement,
development policy and development strategy.

For more Information
http://ssde.nida.ac.th
socdev.nida/
@ssdenida
(66) 2 727 3099
(Education Department)
(66) 2 727 3096
(Administration)

Expertise in teaching, analysis and integrated research in the fields of
social development and administrative strategy.

GRADUATE SCHOOL OF

TOURISM
MANAGEMENT
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Why GSTM?
First graduate school in Thailand to specialize in tourism and hospitality management.
First and only graduate school in Thailand to be certified by UNWTO Tourism Education
Quality Certification (TedQual) at both master’s and doctoral degrees.
100% faculty members with doctoral degrees and academic positions.
World-class research and learning facilities for interactive classes.
Promotion of teaching and research initiatives at the national and International levels.
Integrated experiential teaching and learning with multidisciplinary approaches.
Collaborative networks and exchanges of international students and lecturers.
Healthy cooperation among key stakeholders, academics and practitioners, both at home
and abroad.
Faculty members often invited to be keynote speakers both nationally and internationally, e.g.,
the Ministry of Sports and Tourism, high-ranked universities around the world, and others.

GSTM
“GSTM aims at producing excellent executives with
sustainable tourism and hospitality expertise.”
GSTM offers graduate degree programs
at both master’s and doctoral levels.
Programs offered:

For more Information
https://tour.nida.ac.th/
gstm@nida.ac.th

1

Master of Management (MM) in Integrated
Tourism and Hospitality Management

ท่องเที่ยว นิด้า GSTM NIDA

2

Doctor of Philosophy (Ph.D.) in Integrated
Tourism and Hospitality Management

(66) 2 727 3671-73

These programs are systematically designed for students to cultivate advanced and
specialized knowledge and skills in integrated tourism and hospitality planning,
management and development.

INTERNATIONAL
COLLEGE of NIDA
International College of NIDA (ICO-NIDA) aims at being
an interdisciplinary school by taking advantage of the
inherent relationships among complementary subjects.

At ICO-NIDA, all courses are conducted in English and Chinese with
10 distinguished concentrations in the Master of Management program.
PhD programs are also offered in Management. The College has a
number of exchange and double-degree programs with partnered
universities worldwide.
The curriculums of ICO-NIDA provide an excellent environment for
graduate students to experience truly international study programs.
Both local and international students will experience the quality
instruction that will help them to develop global knowledge. More
importantly, the study programs at ICO-NIDA center around the
learning experience of individual students as well as the philosophy of
lifelong learning. They will have ample opportunity to enhance the skills
and knowledge necessary to meet the needs of their future working
environments.
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How does ICO-NIDA differ from other international programs?
Truly international

Foreign double-degree programs and exchange
programs with collaborative partner universities
are offered to most ICO-NIDA students.

Transforming life

The academic support services assist students
in the transformation process, with the goal of
ensuring that students can make a smooth and
successful transition to the new environment at
ICO-NIDA.

Programs offered:

1
2

Master of Management (MM)
(English program and
Chinese program)

Ph.D. in Management
(English program and
Chinese program)

For more Information
http://ico.nida.ac.th/
iconida_info@nida.ac.th
iconida
(66) 2 727 3003

SIRIPATTANA
TRAINING CENTER
Siripattana Training Center (formerly known as NIDA’s Training
Center) was established on April 1, 1966. Its main original
task then was to provide Thailand’s government agencies,
private-sector organizations, and state enterprises with
training and consultation services on the topics concerning
human resource development.
In 2012, Her Royal Highness Princess Maha Chakri Sirindhorn
granted the Training Center a new name, “Siripattana
Training Center.” This name reflects our Center’s expertise
in developmental studies. Over the years, Siripattan Training
Center has given training and consultation services which
include:
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What makes us unique?

Our Services:
In-House Training Programs which are developed to the needs of
each organization.
Public Training Programs which are designed for people who wish
to pursue their studies. We provide a variety of topics which are of
great interest to people from various professions.
Specialized Training Programs which highlight the specific knowledge
such as performance assessment for management.
International Training Programs which cater to clients who use, for
instance, English as a medium of instruction. Our trainers (experts
in various development studies) are highly competent in the English
language. These programs are designed for expatriates as well as
clients who live overseas.
Academic Services which are provided for the public at no cost.

Siripattana Training Center has as its core work
teams comprising academics with considerable
expertise in various fields. Our programs
emphasize both theoretical and practical
aspects of all the subjects offered. With the aim of
making sure that our training is not only relevant
but also essential to the work world, our classes
are conducted in a most professional manner
to ensure that trainees can actively participate
in activities designed to simulate real life
situations.
Throughout the years, we have accumulated
training experiences and have gained trust
from our local and international clients. We
continually thrive to perfect ourselves, and our
excellent quality is evident in the customer
satisfaction rating averaging over 90 percent.

For more Information
www.training.nida.ac.th
trainingnida@gmail.com
trainingnida
(66) 2 727 3231, (66) 2 727 3213-14

INFORMATION
AND DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY CENTER
The Information and Digital Technology Center
(IDTC) is responsible for the information and
communication technology of the entire institute
by developing and maintaining IT systems in all
NIDA’s work units. IDTC is also entrusted with
other IT-related tasks, including maintenance
of IT systems for education quality assurance,
e-office-related work systems and e-learning
systems.
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NetID: It is an account used for accessing NIDA’s information systems. The account
will be given to all registered students. The NetID is Student ID@stu.nida.ac.th
E-mail: NIDA has implemented Microsoft Office 365 to support our students
and staff members. An e-mail address consists of two parts: a username and a
domain name. Students can log in by using Student ID@stu.nida.ac.th. There is
no expiration for all email accounts).
Help Desk: IDTC has arranged call center staff for troubleshooting and giving
advice about our services. It also provides assistance in troubleshooting on
computers, setting up wireless network at Help Desk Department located on the
9th floor of Sayam Boromrajakumari Building.
Walk-in Computer Lab: The lab is located on the 9 floor of Sayam Boromrajakumari
Building.
th

Automatic Wi-Fi Connection: We have 3 Wi-Fi hotspot names: @NIDA, @NIDA
by AIS and @NIDA by true. Our Wi-Fi signal covers almost everywhere in NIDA.
* This service requires NetID username and password authentication.

Service hours:
• Open on Monday - Friday
(08.30 a.m. - 06.30 p.m.)
		
Saturday - Sunday (08.30 a.m. - 05.30 p.m.)
• Closed on official holidays and whenever NIDA classes are suspended. In case
that basic troubleshooting is unable to resolve issues, it will be forwarded
to our specialist for further assistance.

For more Information
http://itc.nida.ac.th/home/
itc@nida.ac.th
NIDA.ITC
(66) 2 727 3777

RESEARCH
CENTER
“Generate knowledge through leading-edge and high-impact
research to best benefit society”
Research Center was founded alongside the establishment of
NIDA and other schools and centers in 1966 with the aim of
acting as a center for research to benefit national development.
Most of its operations are funded by the national budget and
budgets from Research Promotion Fund for NIDA’s lecturers
and scholars.
Research Center was approved by the Ministry of University
Affairs to provide M.A. courses in Social Development in 1983
with a focus on research analysis. Later in 1986, NIDA modified
its role and duty by establishing the M.A. program in Social
Development where all lecturers from Research Center became
lecturers of the courses.

Research Center’s researchers and personnel work to formulate strategic plans and analyze strengths/weaknesses
and opportunities/threats in order to enhance its potential to
produce well-recognized research. It also acts as a research
leader in development administration, produces policy research
that leads the public, private and people sectors and performs
work based on clear directions and goals.
Through continuous self-development, Research Center places
importance on quality, efficiency, effectiveness, and adherence
to moral principles and code of ethics to maintain leadership
in research.
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Research Center was established by the National
Institute of Development Administration Act with
the following objectives:

1

Encourage NIDA’s lecturers and academics to conduct
research in various fields, including basic and applied
research, through support of NIDA’s Research Promotion
Fund, the national budget, and funding from external sources.

2

Promote the use of research in policy implementation to
benefit economic and social development.

3

Involve NIDA in solving problems and seeking directions
in the community, social and national development.

4

Support NIDA’s research projects by involving participation
of personnel from different schools and centers.

5

Provide academic services to personnel inside and outside
NIDA.

6

Develop operation efficiency (e.g., administration, personnel
development) with the use of information technology.

12 Research Centers
1 Center for Reform and Evaluation on Public Affairs
		 Research
2 Center for Service Sector and Tourism Research
3 Center for AEC Capability Research
4 Center for Quality of Life and Community Wellbeing
		 Research
5 Center for Aging Society Research
6 Center for Economic Growth and Inequalities in
		 Society Research
7 Center for Environment and Global Warming Research
8 Center for Farm Product Marketing Research
9 Center for Smart City Research
10 Center for Prevention and Suppression of Corruption
		 Research
11 Center for Competitiveness Research
12 Center for Entrepreneurship and Innovative Research

For more Information
http://rc.nida.ac.th

(66) 2 727 3298
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Center for
Aging Society
Research

Center for
Economic
Growth and
Inequalities
in Society
Research

Center for
Environment and
Global Warming
Research
Center for
Farm Product
Marketing
Research

Center for
Quality of Life
and Community
Wellbeing Research

Center for
Smart City
Research
Center for
Prevention and
Suppression of
Corruption
Research

Center for
AEC Capability
Research

Center for
Service Sector
and Tourism
Research

Center for
Competitiveness
Research

Research
Centers

Center for Reform
and Evaluation on
Public Affairs
Research

Center for
Entrepreneurship
and Innovative
Research

For more information, please visit our
website: http://rc.nida.ac.th or Tel. (66) 2 272 7329
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LIBRARY
AND
EDUCATION SERVICE CENTER

The Best
Living Library
in ASEAN

The Library and Education Service Center provides rich support for learning, teaching
and research for graduate studies in development administration. The Center
operates in two major libraries: (1) Sukum Navapan Library on the 2nd, 3rd, 4th and
6th floors of Boonchana Atthakor Building and (2) Thanat Khoman ASEAN Library on
the 21st floor of Navamindradhiraj Building. These two libraries are located in very
modern and spacious infrastructures and equipped with an abundance of printed
and digital resources in the development administration fields.
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LIBRARY FACILITIES

Digital Bookshelf

The digital bookshelf is operated by an interactive touch screen
which allows users to view new resources, such as cover pages,
sample books, contents, movie trailers, etc. It can also be used
to reserve books and review most popular books, movie
showtimes and library’s public relations information.

E-Books

E-books are designed and developed to be user-friendly
for searching, reading, borrowing, reserving, and downloading
digital resources, especially e-books via tablets. Storing your
favorite e-book(s) in your profile can also be done.

Digital Information Display

The digital information display has grown to a total of 16 video
walls/boards to display welcome signage, record library visitors
and present the library map, NIDA map and archival information
(i.e., broadcasts of graduation ceremonies and other meaningful
events) by combining 16 screens into a single screen.

Mini-Theatre

The mini-theater is arranged in a movie-theatre style and
equipped with audio and video systems permitting users to not
only watch videos from various media but also reserve, confirm,
return and renew the Mini Theatre via an online system.

Directory Terminal

The directory terminal is acquired and
constructed by employing an interactive
touch screen allowing users to view
each floor layout.
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Extra Reading Area for Internal Members

This extra reading area is located on the 4th floor of Sukum
Navapan Library and reserved for NIDA students, instructors
and staff to have private reading and quiet studying spaces.

For more Information:

Self-Service Checkout

The NIDA Library now offers self-service book checkout for users
to complete the borrowing process by themselves. Students
just scan their ID cards, place books they want to borrow, one
at a time, on the machine. Once the materials are successfully
checked out, a due date slip will be printed automatically. Users
are encouraged to use the self-checkout machines located on
the 2nd and 3rd floor of Sukum Navapan Library.

Self-Service Book Return

Students can return their borrowed book(s)
at any time - no need to queue at the library
circulation desk - by putting their book(s) in
the Book Drop at the library’s entrance door,
located on the L floor of Bunchana Atthakor
Building, or next to Cafe΄ Amazon. They may
also return by mailing them to the library.
Students will later receive an email notifying
the library’s receipt of the borrowed item(s)
or they can check it via the library’s website
under “My Account and Renew”.

		https://library.nida.ac.th
		services@nida.ac.th
		NIDALlBRARY
		NIDA_Library
		 (66) 2 727 3737, (66) 2 727 3743
		 Mobile Application : NIDA Library

Opening Hours:
Sukum Navapan Library
• Monday - Friday
(8.00 a.m. - 7.30 p.m.)
• Saturday - Sunday (8.00 a.m. - 9.30 p.m.)
Thanat Khoman ASEAN Library
• Monday - Friday
(8.30 a.m. - 6.30 p.m.)
		 Excluding public holidays and substitute holidays
• Saturday - Sunday (9.00 a.m. - 5.00 p.m.)
		 Excluding the institute’s important days
NIDA Museum
• Monday - Friday
(8.30 a.m. - 4.30 p.m.)
		 Excluding public holidays and substitute holidays
• During the midterm and final examination periods,
		 the closing time is extended to 10.00 p.m.
		 on Saturday - Sunday.
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Office of

International
Affairs (OIA)

Established in 1993, the Office of International Affairs (OIA) is administered by the office of Strategy Management
and under the supervision of the Vice President for Academic and International Affairs. The OIA plays a key role in
supporting NIDA’s academic community and institutional missions in terms of foreign relations. It aims to foster
regional and global collaboration, realize NIDA’s internationalization goals and attain the institute’s envisioned
success as a world-class university.
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Vision

OIA Activities

“Towards the internationalization of NIDA with professionalism
and strategic partnerships”

• Fostering academic and research collaboration through:
 Memorandum of understandings (MoUs)
 A network of cooperation with Royal Thai Embassy and
		 international embassies
 Relationship management program (RMP)
 Academic exchange programs
 Visiting professorship and study visits.

Missions
• Promote a robust network of regional and international
collaborations.
• Enhance database accessibility pertaining to international
education and scholarship opportunities.
• Extend warm hospitality and exclusive services to foreign
scholars and international students.
• Support secretarial and administrative tasks regarding
international affairs and official documents.
• Maintain fruitful cooperation with local and international
partnerships.

• International scholarship events and advisory services
As an institute-wide coordinator and facilitator, the OIA makes
scholarships more accessible to individuals with academic
endeavors. From time to time, scholarship events are introduced
by the OIA in cooperation with NIDA’s graduate schools,
international embassies and other funding sources. The gist of
the events is to provide useful information and advisory services
regarding scholarship opportunities to interested participants.

Other services for international students

To assist international graduate students, the international
student club was established with the aim of forging and
reinforcing healthy relationships between Thai and foreign
students through the following cultural exchange activities:
1) study visits
2) an international night
3) a summer camp
4) relationship empowerment programs (Thai language
class, Thai cultural program, charitable trips, international
student farewell parties and cultural hours)

For more Information
National Institute of Development Administration (NIDA)
Office of International Affairs (OIA)
148 Serithai Road, Klong-Chan, Bangkapi,
Bangkok 10240 Thailand

(66) 2 727 3320, (66) 2 727 3322-23,
(66) 2 727 3327, (66) 2 727 3293
(66) 2 732 4268
oia.nida.ac.th
www.oia.nida.ac.th
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Facilities
&
SERVICES

Facilities
Upon entering the campus, students will discover a relaxing
atmosphere that helps them to study quietly and learn
productively. NIDA is landscaped with shady trees, beautiful
gardens and recreational spaces across the campus.
Inside the classrooms, students will experience modern
instructional facilities suitable for graduate-level studies.
Outside of the classroom, there are additional meeting rooms
for small-group discussion and many designated spaces for
different academic activities in several buildings.
These is also Wi-Fi coverage all across NIDA. Students can
access the Internet wherever they are on campus. They
can also use computers in the computer lab located on the
9th floor, Sayam Boromrajakumari Building, and in the libraries.
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Health Services

NIDA has a modern health center that offers health services
for students, faculty and staff. A registered nurse (RN) is on
duty daily and a physician is also available. The health center
is located on the first floor of Sports and Students’ Union
Building.

Recreation

For the NIDA community’s well-being, Sports and Students’
Union Building serves as a recreational complex equipped
with modern exercise equipment, a standard basketball field,
badminton courts, a weights room and a squash court. In
addition, there are two tennis courts on the building’s rooftop.
All services are provided free of charge.
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Housing

There are two on-campus dormitories
operated by NIDA. The first dormitory is
located on the 11 th and 12 th floors of
Bunchana Atthakor Building with 56 fully
furnished rooms (e.g., TV, fridge, bedroom
with bed and mattress) available for rent
on a short-term or long-term basis. Airconditioning can be provided at an extra
charge. No cooking is allowed in the rooms
but there is a small cafe located on the first
floor. International students and scholars
are given priority to rent the rooms.
The second dormitory (NIDA House) is
located right by Bunchana Atthakor Building.
It is also available for students and staff to
rent on a short-term and long-term basis.

Food Services

There are two main cafeterias. The first one is on
the second floor of Navamindradhiraj Building or
the main building for classrooms; and the second
one is on the ground floor of NIDA Sampan Building.
They provide both Halal and non-Halal food.
There is also a convenient store on the ground
floor of Sports and Students’ Union Building.
Coffee shops can be found in different corners of
the campus.
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NIDA offers essential services for our international
students, including VISA sevices, health insurance,
and international activities (e.g., field trips, language
classes).

Health Insurance

Students can directly contact the office of International
affairs on the first floor of Navamindradhiraj Building
for more information about these services.

VISA Services

International Activities
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Scholarships
and

1

Financial Aid

Academic Financial Aid

This financial aid is offered to newly-enrolled Thai
and international students studying in degree
programs at NIDA.

1.1 Academic Financial Aid for Master’s Degree Programs
Type 1 (Full Scholarship)

Type 2

Type 3

The full tuition is waived throughout
the program, and a monthly stipend
of 10,000 baht is offered. A qualified
candidate must have an undergraduate
GPA of at least 3.00 and study in Plan A
(thesis option).

The full tuition is waived throughout
the program. A qualified candidate
must have an undergraduate GPA of
at least 3.00.

Half of tuition is waived throughout
the program. A qualified candidate
must have an undergraduate GPA of
at least 2.75.

1.2 Academic Financial Aid for Ph.D. Degree Programs
Type 1 (Full Scholarship)

Type 2

Type 3

The full tuition is waived throughout
the program and a monthly stipend
of 10,000 baht is offered. A qualified
candidate must have an undergraduate
GPA of at least 3.00 and a graduate
GPA of at least 3.50.

The full tuition is waived throughout
the program and a monthly stipend
of 10,000 baht is offered. A qualified
candidate must have an undergraduate
GPA of at least 3.00 and a graduate
GPA of at least 3.50.

The full tuition is waived throughout
the program and a monthly stipend
of 10,000 baht is offered. A qualified
candidate must have an undergraduate
GPA of at least 2.75 and a graduate
GPA of at least 3.30.
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2
3

Teaching Assistantships (TA)
A stipend of a maximum of 10,000 baht
per semester is offered to academically
qualified students who are in financial
need.

Tuition Fee Waivers
Students who critically need financial
assistance may be granted a tuition fee
waiver in a given semester.

4

Funding for thesis / dissertation writing
and publication
The fund is categorized into 2 types
1. The amount of 20,000 baht for a master’s
degree student.
2. The amount of 40,000 baht for a doctoral
degree student.
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Student Life :
On-campus
Coffee shop
Convenient store
Clinic & Fitness Center

Cafeteria
U-store
Post office

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Serithai Building
Ratchapruek Building
Malai Huvanandana Building
NIDA Sampan Building
Bunchana Atthakor Building
His Majesty the King’s 6th Cycle
Birthday Anniversary Auditorium Hall

7. Choop Kanjanaprakorn Building
(Sports & Student Union Building)
8. NIDA House
9. Sayam Boromrajakumari Building
10. Prince Naradhip Bongsprabandha Building
11. Navamindradhiraj Building
12. Pattanatara Aquatic Garden

